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1 Statement of problem 

There is an opinion [1] that the Faddeev-Popov (FP) functional integral 
in. the theory of gravity 

zFP = J Dg,..,c5(f.,(g,..,))LiFPexpfiW[g,..,l] (1) 

W[g,..,] = f dDx[-
2
~

2 
DR(g,..,)y'=g]; D = n + 1 (2) 

cannot describe homogeneous cosmological models. 
In this paper we show that there is a choice of a metric g,..., and of 

the gauge /,.(g,..,) = 0 for which the FP integral (1) leads to a definite 
quantum versi~n of the Friedmann-Robertson-Worker model and discuss 
the physical consequence of this version. 

2 The choice of a metric and gauges 

Let us choose the ADM metric [2] (which is used for the canonical quan
tization) with the factorization of the "scale-space variable" [3] a(x) = 
expµ(x); and the_conformal-invariant "graviton": h;j, (deth = 1) 

(ds) 2 = g,..,dx"dx" = o 2(dx0 ) 2 - a2h;;(dxi - /idx0 )(dxi - /Jidx0
); (3) 

FY=aa" 
Taking into account the expansion of the n-dimensional space curva

ture R(a2 h) = R(a2 ) + R(h)/a2 we can represent the action (2) for the 
metric {3) in the first order time derivative fo~malism 

W = I dDx[Pooµ + 1(1,.ooh,,. - or<.+ /iP,.] + ~E, (4) 

where 



1-l and P,. are the density of the Hamiltonian and momentum which 
form the primary constraints 

1-l = O; P,. = O; . (8) 

WE is the surface integral (which is usually neglected). We see that in 
the metric (3) the total energy density (5) splits into the negative energy 
of the scale dynamics (µ) and the positive energy of the gravitons (h;;). 
This fact gives a possibility to use the analogy with the simplest system, 
invariant with respect to the time reparametrization, relativistic particle 
[4], where the Hamiltonian has two roles of the primary constraint (2) and 
of the generator of evolution with respect to the physical, nonholonomic 
(invariant) time/ . · 

dr = adx0 (9) 

In the gauge f3t. = 0 one can easily he convinced that the Hamiltonian 
of the theory (2):. H .= J dnxa1-l also plays the role of the evolution 
generator for the quantum scale µ(x); P = fo/oµ(x) with respect to the 
time (9). The Heisenberg equations · 

1 .1 [ • ] . K
2 P -80µ = aTµ = i- H,µ(x) = ,--n-; 

O o an 
(10) 

aTP = -an [n K!P2 - (n - 2) R(a2h) - n 2K!K2 + 
2a2n 2K2 a2n 

(n - 1) 8,.(an-28ka)] 
K 2ano 

(11) 

completely coincide with the Einstein classical equation for µ(x). We 
cannot see this ~scale" dynamics on the level of the FP integral {1) as 
the action (4) on the constraints (8), W = J dDx[P[µ]80µ], depends on 
this dynamics only on the time boundaries of the finite interval of the 
physical time (9) 

W(OIT) = W(µ(T,x)) 

The gauge revealing the boundary scale dynamics ( 10), ( 11) is 

µ(x) = µ(T,x;) 

For "gravitons" we can choose the space harmonica! gauge [3] 

8;hik = 0. 
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3 The calculation of the FP functional in
tegral 

These two constraints (13), (14) lead to the FP integral {1) for the Green 
function of the .time evolution of the system in the finite time interval 
(O,T) 

zR(OIT) = J D(h;;,a,{3,.,µ)DPDJ(ii X 

II o(µ - µ(T,xi))o(8;hik)~Fpexp{iW(OIT)} 
:,: 

~FP = dr,"'dr(exp .-i dDx r,0 _n_T/o + k .T/ + J _ , { ·1 [ (K2
P 8(an k)) 

O,T an nan · · 

,.:' :..,. (it24K1,. 0 )] } +a'TJ an T/ +21/(1,k) . · 

{15) 

(16) 

where ~FP is the FP determinant, T/(1,k) = (1/2){TJ1,1<+T/t.,1) is the covariant 
derivative in the metric h;;. The scale. µ(T, x) )i defined ,frof!l the solution 
of eqs.(8), (10), (11) on the boundary of the time interval where one gives 
the "in" and "out" physical states .. We consider here one of such "in" 
physical states the Absolute Vacuum (AV) as the state without particles 
(gravitons) with positive energy which is characterized by the vacuum 
energy density: 'J'8(h) =< T8 > as the function from the scale. 

The primary constraints (8) on the AV state: 1-ll >Av= O;Pt.l >Av= 
0 have the form 

an 1 P 
Pp(ap) = ±...E[2 < Tg > - 2 R(a}))1l2

; a,.( :) = O {17) 
Kn K aF : . 

and describe one of the versions ~f the homogeneous Universe. As has 
been noted above, on the boundary of the physical time these constraints 
(17) should be complected by the scale evolution equation (10) · 

2 Pp 1ay(T) an-1 

l>_rµp(T) = -Kn--,;- =} T = - da 2 p ( ) 
aF o Kn Fa 

{18) 

which coincides with the Friedmann equation. 
We see that in the spectrum of physical excitations of the theory (2) 

there· is a collective (global) excitation of the physical space as a whole 
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which plays the role of the zero-mode of the operator of differentiation 
with respect to the space coordinate (ok) (17). 

Let us extract all collective variables and their factors from the inte
gral (15), (16) in the separate functional integral: 

IT DP= dPa IT DPL; 
% % 

II o(µ(x) - µ(T,x>) = o(µa - µF(T)) II h(JlL - µL(T,x)) (19) 
% % 

W = Wa + WL, Wa = I dDx(ooµP) - ooP/(n - 1) (20) 

and neglect the influence of the local variables ( radiation h;;) on the 
zero-mode (like the radiation perturbation theory in QED description of 
a hydrogen atom). 

Then, in the1lowest order of the.radiation perturbation theory we get 
the factorizatioii of the integral (15) zR ~ zatobal ® zLocal, where the 
global part has the form 

: ' ~. . , . 2 . 

Z
0

(0IT) ~ 1.~~ad(ah((PJ - Pf(a)) ;},) x 

o(µa - µF(T))exp{iWa}~iP (21) 

~ip = Jdr;°d11°exp( ~if dDx[ij°K;!11°]) (22) 

and is easily calculated 

. { . 1ay(T) p (a) } 
Z0 (0IT) = '11a(a(T)) = exp iVn [ dµ~PF(a~) - _F_] (23) 

o n - 1 . 

where Vn is the dimensionless .volume of the n-space, especially for the 
positive curvature space 

R(a2 ) = n(n ~ l)ki k = 1, Vn = 2,r~ /f(
71

; l) (24) 

In accordance with two roles of the Hamiltonian: as the constraint 
(8) and as the evolution generator (10), the expression (23) has two 

. interpretations as the stationary Wheeler-De Witt state '11 0 (a) and as 
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the Green function of the evolution of the Universe in the AV state, 
respectively. 

The Green function of the Universe (23) with the conformal vacuum 
energy density 

c:r 
< Tg >= an+l (25) 

for all three types of the space (24), k = 0, ±1 exactly coincides in form 
with the wave function of a relativistic particle in the rest frame 

'11a(a(T)) = exp{±imcTc(al_k)} (26) 

where 
2 , 

Tc(alk)_ = n _ l fk(A); A= [a(n-l) /2t:~ h:!] 112 (27) 

fo(A) = A; f+i(A) = arcs,inA; J_ 1(A) = ln(A + ✓1 + A2) (28) 

is the conformal time: 

dT = aFdTc, (0 < Tc(k = 0, -1) < oo; 0 < 1~(k = 1) < 21r), 

m,, = Vnc:r is the conformal mass of the Universe. (For the real case 
n = 3; k = 0, m,, ~ 10120 , Tc ~ i ). The sign (-) corresponds to the 
creation and expansion of the Universe.· · · 

4 Problems of quantum cosmology 

The cosmological consequences of .these results are the new answers to 
the old problems of quantum cosmology. 

1) The homogeneity of the Universe created from "nothing" is the 
consequence of the definition of "nothing" or of the Absolute Vacuum as 
the state without· a particle with positive energy. 

2) The cause of the Universe expansion is the new collective excitation 
of the physical space (of the type of the superfluid motion of quantum 
liquid) hidden in the boundary conditions. This excitation is induced by 
t.he density energy of the vacuum of all particles which can be created in 
future in the process of expansion. , 

3) Just this unobservable vacuum energy plays the role of the "hidden 
mass" of the plain Universe. 

4) The Quantum Nature of the expansion could solve the problem of 
"horizon". 
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5 The status of the radiation gauge and 
relativistic covariance 

In conclusion, we discuss the physical status of the radiation gauge in 
QED and gravity and' its relativistic covariance. 

As it has been shown in ref: [5], the radiation gauge in QED is phys
ically favored and is based i) on the explicit solving of the Lagrange 
equations for unphysical components with zero• momentum-and ii) on 
the construction of the minimal set of physical variables on the surface, 
admitted by these equations, as the gauge invari~nt functionals from the 
initial fields with the nonlinear relativistic Heisenberg-Pauli [6] transfor
mation. The last corresponds to the change of the time-axis of quanti
zation or the change of a gauge. 

We tried here to follow the internal logic of the construction of _such a 
type of variables in QED for quantum gravity. According to this logic, the 
change of the time-axis on the "surface of admissible dynamics" should 
lead to the boost of the wave function of the Universe 

exp{ 1 imcTc} =} exp{ ~i'P(c)µX:};, 'P(c),.'P(c) = m~ 
!. . 

likewise the transformation for the wave function of the hydrogen· atom. 
In both cases for asymptotica.l nonfree particles (in the a.tom) and 

for asymptotica.1 nonpla.in space-time {in the Universe) the theorem of 
equivalence of different_ga.uges does not work as this theorem is based 
on the change of asymptotica.l states. It is impossible to reproduce in 
any other gauge the result of construction of the wave function of the 
Universe in the lowest order in radiation, as it is impossible to r_eproduce 
the construction of the instantaneous wave function of the hydrogen atom 
and its relativistic covariant properties in the relativistic gauge which 
contains only the light-cone singularity propagators [5]. · · 
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nepaywMH B.H. . E2-92-322 
PaAMa4MOHHaH TeopM~ BO3My~eHMVI 
a rpaBMT~4MM ~- K~aHTOBaR BceneHHaR KaK aTOM BOAOPOAa 

. . 

B KBaHTOBOVI .TeOpMM rpa.BMTa.4MM .(n+l)-MepHoro npocT
paHCTaa-apeMeHM CTPOMTCR q>yHK4MOHanbHblVI MHTerpan <l>aA
Aeesa-nonosa AnR paAMa4MOHHoV1 TeopMM B03M.YilieHMVI. noKa~ 
3aHo, '-ITO 3TOT. MHTerpan B HM3WeM nopRAKe no paAMa41-1M 
'-laCTM4 c nonO>KMTenbHOVI 3HeprneH onMCblBaeT KBaHTOBYIO 
sepcMio OAHOPOAHOVI BceneHHOVI <l>p~AMaHa (noA06Ho ToMyKaK 
HM3WMVI nOPRAOK no paAMa4MM B K3tl onMCblBaeT aTOM BOAO·
. POAa) . 8 _3TOVI sepCMM pacwMpeHMe. BceneHHOVI .· BblrnHAMT KaK 
KonneKTMBHoe csepxTeKy'-lee ABMmeHMe KBaHTosoro·npocTpaH
CTBa, a nnOTHOCTb 3HeprnM BaKyyMa MrpaeT ponb 11 CKPbl-

. TOH. Mai:cb1 11 ~ · 

Pa6oTa B~nonHeHa B fla6opaTOPMM TeopeTM'-leCKciVI q>M3MKM 
mrnvi ~ 

IlpenpHHT Om.e,1HHeHHOrO HHCTHtyTa imepm,IX HCCJle,I0BaHHH. Jfy6ua 1992 

Perv~shin V.N. . . E2~92~322 
Radiation Perturbation Theory 
in Gravity and Quantum Universe 

· as a Hydrogen Atom · ' 

In quantum theory of gravity of the (~+i).;.dimensio-· 
nal space-tifue:the Faddeev-Popov furictional integral. 
is con~tr~cted for radiation perturbaticin theory. We 
show that.this integral in the lowest·order in the ra
diation of particles with ·positive en~rgy describes .. the 
quaritum version o~the Frie~mann homogeneous_Universe 

__ (like the 16west radiation order in QED describes a _ 
· hydrogen atom). Iri thisCversion·the Universe·expansion 
; looks as the collective superfluid mcition of quaritum. 

·- ·sp·ace, __ and the vacuum eriergy:.·densi ty plays the -role of 
the "hidden mass 11

• • .• _ .. __ • · · _ ·· 

The investigation has_ been performed at the Labora:
tory of Theoretical Physics,'_JINR. - :,· ; __ 

Preprini of the Joi_nt Institute for Nucl~ar Research. Dubna _ 1992. 


